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【僅公告題型配分標準及一份範例題目】
I. Vocabulary: 請填入適當單字的英文代號來完成句子 (每題 2 分)
1. The hotel has _____ views across the river.
(A) helicopter (B) technical (C) resentful

(D) fabulous

II. Phrases: 請填入適當片語的英文代號來完成句子 (每題 2 分)
11.____ misunderstanding, the incident happened and they argued with each other several times
during this week.
(A) plug in
(B) have sympathy with
(C) as a result of
(D) tend to
(E) consist of
III.

Grammar 文法 (每題 2 分)

16.A: Where was John last night? B: _______.
(A) He might meet Jane in the school cafeteria.
(B) He might have met Jane in the school cafeteria.
(C) He should have met Jane in the school cafeteria.
(D) He must meet Jane in the school cafeteria.
IV. Find the mistakes in the following sentences.
請在下列句子中找出錯誤的地方， 每句僅有一個錯 (每題 2 分)
31. That is an intelligent written article.
A B
C
D
V. Reading Comprehension 閱讀測驗 (每題 3 分)
Passage One
In seeking to solve their problems, social scientists encounter greater resistance than physical
scientists. By that I do not mean to belittle the great accomplishment of physical scientists, who
have been able, for example, to determine the structure of the atom without seeing it. That is
tremendous achievement; yet in many ways it is not so difficult as what social scientists are
expected to. The conditions under which social scientist must work would drive a physical
scientist frantic. Here are five of those conditions. He can make few experiments; he cannot
measure the results accurately; he cannot control the conditions surrounding the experiments; he
is often expected to get quick results with slow-acting economic forces; and he must work with
people, not with object.
36.According to this author, social scientists ____.
(A) make more contributions to society than physical scientists.
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(B) have solved more problems than physical scientists.
(C) are no more important than physical scientists.
(D) face more obstacles than physical scientists in their research.
37.A physical scientist would find the restrictions imposed upon social scientists ____.
(E) difficult for him to manage
(F) quite easy to cope with
(G) similar to those in his own field
(H) helpful to his scientific exploration
38.The discovery of the structure of the atom by physical scientists is ____.
(I) a great feat
(J) their greatest achievement
(K) not so remarkable as the accomplishments of social scientists
(L) more valuable than what social scientists have ever accomplished
39.The word ‘he’ in line 6 means _____.
(M) a physical scientist (B) a social scientist
(C) a critic
(D) an anthropologist
40.In the second sentence, the word “that” after “by” refers to
(A) resistance
(B) the first sentence as a whole
(C) to belittle physical scientists
(D) the structure of the atom
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